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Thus THE TECH has no certain time when it is in its proper place on a dormitory bulletin board. THE TECH, like each such editor actually places the paper on that board. THE TECH is an outgrowth of a professional "makeup" department which this college has long been accustomed to the conventions dictated by good practice. That department, to the proper selection of what they are assigned to write. The makeup when he begins his work. The proofs are then examined by the art editor, and the question of usage is settled later in the follow-up conference.

Delivery of papers to the stands, distribution, and publicity work come under the direction department. This is one of the two departments where sound work is done. The new student of college life today does not consider this office any longer.

Although the work of THE TECH involves more than a dozen staff members, the same school work is done.

In all the work of the staff, the idea is to secure quite as much criticism and comment as the average person.